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What Can You
Find Here

You will find information about the content of translation packages
and the translation setup at the Council, as well as instructions about 
how to use the translation packages and deliver the translation.
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packages
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packages
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The zipped package will normally contain
the translation project folder with:

The original file for translation with the standard Council file name
A Word comparison file (DVC) with the previous version of

the document, if any

‘Background’ folder with two subfolders for the relevant previously 
translated documents (bases) in TMX format

‘Extra’ > for all relevant bases, if any
‘MTR’ > for the neural machine translation retrieval, and
A termbase in .sdltb format

‘Reference’ subfolder with additional reference materials, e.g. in 
Word or .pdf., only when there are any such materials available.

‘Studio’ folder with the standard SDL Trados Studio folder 
structure. The ‘Reports’ subfolder will contain a .txt file with
the page counting information.

WHAT DOES A TRANSLATION PACKAGE CONTAIN
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Standard Council file names

Standard Council file names are structured 
as follows:
 a first part with the document type code 

(e.g. ‘st’, ‘sn’) and a five-digit document 
number, ‘st12345’ (if the document 
number does not have five digits, then 
leading zeroes are added: e.g. sn00123); 
the first part may also contain a revision
or an addendum suffix separated by 
a hyphen (-re01, -ad03, -re02ad01, etc.);

 a second part with the standard language 
code for the original language (e.g. ‘en’, 
‘fr’) and a two-digit year code (e.g. ‘en20’);

 these two parts and the file type extension 
(.docx, .ppt, .xls, .xml) are separated by 
dots.

For example:
st12345.en20.docx
st12345-re02ad01.en20.docx

DocuWrite

DocuWrite is a document creation tool 
integrated in Microsoft Word and almost all 
Word documents at the Council are created 
with it.
It guarantees that certain technical quality 
requirements are met in order for subsequent 
processing operations, such as translation, 
distribution, storage, etc., to work properly.
On the translation side, it also allows 
automatic language switching of a number of 
standard phrases.

The Studio Wizard

SDL Trados Studio 2017 projects are created 
with the Studio Wizard, our project creation 
Studio plugin.

By default, the Studio Wizard creates one 
‘working’ project translation memory and
an additional TM for each .tmx file in 
the Background folder when the project is 
created. The only exception to this rule are 
the additional unedited automated 
alignments which are grouped in a single TM. 
See the following section for details.

The Studio Wizard also extracts 
the translatable content of the technical block 
to a dedicated .xml file which appears 
alongside the main file for translation in 
Studio:

THE SETUP FOR TRANSLATION AT THE COUNCIL

The technical block

The technical block is on the first page of 
the Word document and is a table created by 
DocuWrite and containing structured 
information with the document title, date, 
subject codes, etc.
On computers with no DocuWrite installed, 
it will appear as an image.



HOW TO USE THE TRANSLATION PACKAGES
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SDL Trados Studio 2017

The Council works with SDL Trados Studio 
2017 SR1.

The Studio project

Ideally, the Studio project, which is provided 
in the translation package, should be opened 
for translation and used as it is.
Studio projects are created on the basis of 
templates and TM models with the required 
file type definitions, project and filter settings 
and segmentation rules.

The translation memories

The detailed information about project TMs is 
provided on the next two pages.

TM filter settings

The following custom filters are applied and 
should not be modified (details on the 
following pages):

Pretranslation

The files for translation come ‘pretranslated’, 
which means that you may find already 
translated target segments in the Studio 
editor.

These segments are not to be modified so 
they are locked and will typically have
the following segment statuses:

The context and the exact matches come 
from the centrally identified relevant bases.

The locked segments with the ‘AT’ status, if 
any, have been processed with an in-house 
preparation tool which deals with non-
translatable content. Please bear in mind that 
during interactive translation you may get hits 
from the machine translation memory which 
will have the same segment status and which 
are, of course, editable.

You may also find locked empty target 
segments. They should be left as they are.

Translation

 All Studio project files should be translated 
unless indicated otherwise.

 All segments should be translated and 
confirmed with the exception of the locked 
ones.

 All tags, including the formatting tags, 
should be correctly transferred.

 If necessary, you can add comments in 
the Studio editor.

Termbases

The Studio project contains a document-
based bilingual IATE retrieval. It is in .sdltb 
format and is used with the term recognition 
module in Studio.



THE TRANSLATION MEMORIES − GENERAL INFORMATION
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The TMs subfolder contains the translation memories (.sdltm files) created for the project which are 
relevant and should be used.
The order of the TMs should be kept as it is because the hierarchy of the background materials is very 
important.
During translation, the only memory that should be updated is the working project TM (the one bearing 
the same name as the document to translate).
For the other TMs, some suffixes are applied to their names during project creation which are explained 
on the following page.
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THE TRANSLATION MEMORIES − IN DETAIL
TM name and/or suffix About

1 JHB_normati_OLP_en_fr.sdltm
TM covering the content of the Joint Handbook for the presentation and drafting of acts 
subject to the ordinary legislative procedure. It is interinstitutionally approved and 
the matches display Doc. No. = JH_normOLP attribute in the TM results window.

2 normati.en10.fr.sdltm A Council memory designed to store standard phrases that come up often in Council 
documents; the matches display Doc. No. = normati attribute in the TM results window.

3 st12345.en20.fr.sdltm The working project translation memory: an empty TM to be populated with your own 
translations as you confirm your segments.

4 […]_DVC.sdltm The most important background documents, ‘DVC’ ranking higher than ‘FILTER’ as it 
contains the previous version. Translations from these TMs are directly relevant for your 
current translation, they have been revised and approved. The page count has been 
calculated on the basis of these TMs. These documents are always included in the filter 
settings so the results in Studio come without a penalty.

5 […]_FILTER.sdltm

6 […]_BASE.sdltm Other background documents. Matches coming from these TMs are also useful and 
relevant, but they are still penalised by 5% (‘unspecified base’ penalty).

7 st12345.en20_EN-FR-RET_RETRIEVAL.sdltm

TM corresponding to a retrieval TMX file with hits from the central interinstitutional 
repository (Euramis). The TMX contains previously translated segments that match at 
least 65% of any segment in the document to be translated. This is basically a collection 
of translation units coming from various documents in Euramis with the number of 
the source document displayed. They get the standard ‘unspecified base’ penalty of 5% if 
the source is not listed in the filter settings. The Euramis retrieval serves as extra 
background material.

8 st12345.en20.fr_GROUPEDRAW.sdltm

TM corresponding to unedited (‘raw’) alignments of base documents (extra background 
material) provided for contextual and phraseological reference. The matches are given
a 5% unspecified base penalty plus a 1% raw alignment penalty and may contain 
misalignments.

9 st12345.en20_EN-FR-MTR_MACHINE.sdltm

Machine translation matches from eTranslation, the EU-specific neural machine 
translation service. They get a machine translation penalty of 20% plus the standard 
unspecified base penalty of 5%. They are proposed only when there aren’t any ≥ 75% 
matches from the other TMs. Machine translation is not reference material. If you decide 
to use it, the results must always be checked and edited carefully: they can be very fluent 
and errors easily missed.



HOW TO RETURN THE TRANSLATION PACKAGES
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 From the Studio editor, save the translation in the native 
format > Save Target As in the target language subfolder of 
the Studio project folder. Add ‘translation’ to the file name 
after the second dot.

When the translation is ready:

Deliver the translation:

 Zip the Studio project folder using the document 
number as a file name:

 Upload it to your personalised folder on
the Freelance Translation Platform on CIRCABC
under Library > [your translation language] 
contractors > [your name].

 Inform the language unit you are working with by 
email accordingly.

 Update the project TM and export it in TMX format to 
the Studio project folder with the document number as a file 
name. 

Important links:

DG TRAD ETP > Council of the EU

Organisation of outsourcing at LING >
Information about the platform for announcing 
translation assignments and exchanging translation 
packages

https://circabc.europa.eu/ui/welcome
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/trad/etu/council_european_union.html
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/trad/etu/pdf/Announcing%20assignments%20and%20exchanging%20packages.pdf
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